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Spin dynami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ture formation in a spin-1 ondensate in a magneti eld
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We study the dynamis of a trapped spin-1 ondensate in a magneti eld. First, we analyze
the homogeneous system, for whih the dynamis an be understood in terms of orbits in phase
spae. We analytially solve for the dynamial evolution of the populations of the various Zeeman
omponents of the homogeneous system. This result is then applied via a loal density approximation
to trapped quasi-1D ondensates. Our analysis of the trapped system in a magneti eld shows that
both the mean-eld and Zeeman regimes are simultaneously realized, and we argue that the border
between these two regions is where spin domains and phase defets are generated. We propose a
method to experimentally tune the position of this border.
PACS numbers: 03.75.Mn, 03.75.Kk, 71.15.Mb
I. INTRODUCTION
Bose-Einstein ondensates (BECs) with a spin degree
of freedom are an interesting eld of researh in many-
body physis as they realize both superuidity and mag-
netism in a well-ontrolled environment. First realized
experimentally with
23
Na ten years ago [1, 2℄, their study
has matured remarkably over the last few years, with sev-
eral groups studying their dynamis [3, 4, 5, 6℄ and ther-
modynamis [7, 8℄. Of partiular interest is the study
of the proess by whih spin domains are formed dur-
ing time evolution, a phenomenon observed experimen-
tally [6, 9, 10℄ and in numerial simulations based on a
mean-eld approah [11, 12, 13℄.
The ompliated dynamis of these non-linear systems,
espeially when they are subjeted to time-varying exter-
nal elds, makes the physial understanding of the stru-
ture formation proess somehow elusive. To address this
point, we present here a simple model based on an ana-
lyti solution for the homogeneous system for arbitrary
magneti elds B and magnetizations M. This solution
is then applied to the study of realisti, trapped spin-1
ondensates by means of the loal density approximation
(LDA). This approximation has already been applied su-
essfully in a number of studies on salar BECs, as well as
old Fermi gases. From the analysis of our results we are
able to provide an intuitive piture of the proess lead-
ing to the struture formation. Further, we argue that
it should be possible to experimentally tune the spatial
region where this proess starts within the ondensate.
The paper is organized as follows. In Set. II A we
present the phase spae of a homogeneous system under a
magneti eld B and for arbitraryM, and introdue the
phase-spae orbits that desribe the dynamis of a on-
servative system. In Set. II B we solve analytially the
dynamial evolution of the homogeneous system. Then,
in Set. III we desribe our loal-density approximation
for a trapped system and present numerial results for
∗
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its dynamis (Set. III A), whih we ompare with simu-
lations based on a mean-eld treatment (Set. III C). In
Set. IV we disuss the progressive dephasing of dier-
ent spatial points of the ondensate in a homogeneous
magneti eld, and relate this to the proess of struture
formation, with an indiation of a possible experimental
test. Finally, we onlude in Set. V.
II. ANALYTICAL RESULTS FOR THE
HOMOGENEOUS SYSTEM
A. Energetis of the homogeneous system
A homogeneous ondensate of atoms with total spin
F an be desribed by a vetor order parameter ~ψ with
2F + 1 omponents,
~ψ =


ψF
.
.
.
ψ−F

 . (1)
The density of atoms in a given Zeeman omponent m =
−F, · · · , F is nm = |ψm|2 and the total density is given
by n =
∑
m |ψm|2. Introduing the relative densities for
the homogeneous system λm = nm/n, one has∑
m
λm = 1 . (2)
Given that n is a onserved quantity, Eq. (2) will be ful-
lled at all times during the dynamial evolution. More-
over, the magnetization
M =
∑
m
mλm (3)
is also a onserved quantity [11℄.
We now fous our analysis to the ase of a F = 1 on-
densate. We write the various omponents of the order
parameter as ψm =
√
nλm exp(iθm). This ansatz, to-
gether with onditions (2) and (3), leads to the following
2Figure 1: Energy (in units of |c2|n) of the homogeneous sys-
tem for the ases (a) M = 0, B = 0 and (b) M = 0.3, B =
1 mG, as given by Eq. (4) for a spin-1 ondensate of 87Rb.
expression for the energy per partile of the homogeneous
system in the mean-eld approah [14, 15℄:
E(λ0,M, θ) = c2n
[
λ0(1− λ0) + M
2
2
+
+ λ0
√
(1− λ0)2 −M2 cos θ
]
+ δ(1− λ0) . (4)
Here θ = 2θ0 − θ1 − θ−1, while c2 is given in terms of
the s-wave sattering lengths af in the hannels of to-
tal spin f = 0, 2, by c2 = 4π~
2(a2 − a0)/(3M), with M
as the atomi mass. Finally, δ = (E− + E+ − 2E0)/2,
where the energies of the atomi Zeeman states are
given by the Breit-Rabi formula [16℄ Em = −Ehfs/8 −
Ehfs
√
1 +mα+ α2/2 (m = −1, 0,+1), with E
hfs
be-
ing the atomi hyperne splitting and α = (gIµN +
gJµB)B/Ehfs is a funtion of the external magneti eld
B. Here, gI , gJ are the nulear and eletroni Landé fa-
tors, and µN , µB are the nulear and Bohr magnetons,
respetively. A sketh of the surfae E is given in Fig. 1.
As indiated above,M is a onstant during dynamial
evolution. Similarly, given initial onditions (λin0 , θin),
E = E(λin0 ,M, θin) will also be onserved, thus dening
an orbit on the surfae E in (λ0, θ) spae. A sketh of one
suh orbit is presented in Fig. 2. One should note that,
depending on the initial onditions, the orbit dened by
E = onst an be losed or open. In the rst ase, θ =
θ(t) will be a periodi funtion of time, while in the latter
ase, |θ(t)| will grow indenitely with time. In both ases,
however, λ0 = λ0(t) will be a periodi funtion of time.
Figure 2: Contour plot of the energy surfae orresponding
toM = 0.3 and B = 100 mG. The white line shows the orbit
orresponding to the initial onditions λin0 = 1/2, θin = pi/2
(indiated by the white dot). The minimum of E is at λ0 ≈
0.455, θ = 0. Note the presene of open orbits for energies
above that of the indiated white line.
B. Dynamis of the homogeneous system
We are interested in the time evolution of the densities
of the dierent Zeeman omponents, nm = nλm. From
Eqs. (2) and (3) we have that
λ±1 =
1±M− λ0
2
. (5)
Therefore, we only need to follow the evolution of λ0,
whih is given by
∂λ0
∂t
≡ λ˙0 = 2
~
c2nλ0
√
(1− λ0)2 −M2 sin θ . (6)
With Eq (4), we rewrite this as
(λ˙0)
2 =
4
~2
{
(c2nλ0)
2
[
(1− λ0)2 −M2
]
−
[
E − δ(1− λ0)− c2n
(
λ0(1− λ0) + M
2
2
)]2}
.
It an be shown that the term in λ40 atually drops out
and we are left with a ubi polynomial on λ0,
(λ˙0)
2 ≡ A(λ0 − Λ1)(λ0 − Λ2)(λ0 − Λ3) , (7)
with
A := −8c2nδ
~2
, (8)
and Λj (j = 1, 2, 3) are the roots of (λ˙0)
2
, Λ1 < Λ2 < Λ3.
For ground state (F = 1) alkalies δ > 0. Therefore,
Λ1 ≤ λ0(t) ≤ Λ2 for c2 < 0 and Λ2 ≤ λ0(t) ≤ Λ3 for
c2 > 0 [17℄. For onreteness, in the following we will
assume c2 ≤ 0, i.e., ferromagneti interations.
3We will now integrate the time evolution of λ0. To
do so, we introdue an auxiliary variable z through
λ0 = (Λ2 − Λ1)z2 + Λ1. This will satisfy the dieren-
tial equation
z˙ =
√
A
2
√
Λ2 − Λ1
√
(z2 − 1)(z2 − k−2) (9)
where we dened
k2 :=
Λ2 − Λ1
Λ3 − Λ1 ∈ [0, 1] . (10)
The rst order dierential equation (9) an be solved
analytially by separating the variables z and t, and in-
tegrating:
√
A
2
∫ t
t0
dt =
1√
Λ2 − Λ1
∫ zt
z0
dz√
(1− z2)(k−2 − z2) =
=
1√
Λ3 − Λ1
∫ zt
z0
dz√
(1− z2)(1− k2z2) .
The solution to the last integral an be expressed in terms
of the ellipti integral of the rst kind [24℄,
F (φ, k) =
∫ sinφ
0
dz√
(1− z2)(1 − k2z2) .
Taking as initial ondition z(t = t0) = z0 and using
the fat that F (−u, k) = −F (u, k), we an express zt
in a ompat form by means of the Jaobi ellipti fun-
tions [18℄, whih are dened as the inverses of the ellipti
integrals,
zt ≡ z(t) = sn
(
γ0 +
√
A(Λ3 − Λ1)
2
(t− t0)
∣∣∣ k) (11)
with z0 = sn(γ0|k), i.e., γ0 := F (arcsin(z0), k). Finally,
we undo the hange in variables to write down the time
evolution of the population of the |m = 0〉 state,
λ0(t) = Λ1+
(Λ2 − Λ1) sn2
(
γ0 +
√
A(Λ3 − Λ1)
2
(t− t0)
∣∣∣k
)
. (12)
In aordane with the identity [18℄
sn
2(α|k) = 1− n(2α|k)
1 + dn(2α|k) ,
and given that both n(2α|k) and dn(2α|k) are periodi
funtions in α with period 2K(k), λ0(t) will be a periodi
funtion of time with period
T =
2~√
−2c2nδ(Λ3 − Λ1)
K
(√
Λ2 − Λ1
Λ3 − Λ1
)
. (13)
Here, K(k) = F (π/2, k) stands for the omplete ellipti
integral of the rst kind. We note that result (13) agrees
with that in Ref. [17℄, where T was alulated diretly
by performing the integral T =
∮
dλ0/λ˙0 over a period of
evolution. Further, let us point out that the average value
λav0 = (1/T )
∫ t0+T
t0
λ0(t) dt does not neessarily oinide
with the position of the minimum of E , i.e., λav0 may dier
from the equilibrium value λeq0 (as given, e.g., in Ref. [14℄
for the ase B = 0). This is illustrated in Figs. 3(b)
and 4(b).
C. Evolution in the absene of a magneti eld
We observe that the representation of (λ˙0)
2
as a ubi
polynomial on λ0, Eq. (7), annot be performed when
A = 0, i.e., when B = 0. In this ase, the analyti expres-
sion (12) is meaningless, as it would apparently result in
no time evolution at all. Atually, in this situation, (λ˙0)
2
an be written as a quadrati polynomial on λ0:
(λ˙0)
2 = − 4
~2
{
2c2nEλ
2
0 − 2c2nE′λ0 + (E′)2
}
≡ A(λ0 − Λ1)(λ0 − Λ2) (14)
Λ1,2 =
E′
2E
[
1∓
√
1− 2E
c2n
]
(Λ1 < Λ2) . (15)
Here E′ = E − c2nM2/2. Note that A := −8c2nE/~2 ∝
−c22 < 0 for c2 < 0 as well as for c2 > 0, and in both ases
we will have Λ1 ≤ λ0(t) ≤ Λ2. Following a proedure
analogous to that above, we arrive at
λ0(t) = Λ1 + (Λ2 − Λ1) sin2
(
γ0 −
π
TB=0
(t− t0)
)
(16)
with sin γ0 =
[
(λin0 − Λ1)/(Λ2 − Λ1)
]1/2
. In this ase, λ0
follows a pure sinusoidal evolution as has been predited
before in a number of referenes, e.g., [14, 17, 19℄. The
average value is λav0 = (Λ1 + Λ2)/2 = E
′/(2E), and the
period reads (ompare with [19℄)
TB=0 =
π~√
2c2nE
. (17)
We show in Fig. 3 the time evolution of λ0(t) for two
representative ases. The dierent panels ompare the
analyti evolution given by Eq. (12) or (16) with a
numerial solution of the orresponding equation for λ˙0.
In all ases, we see that the amplitude as well as the
period of the time evolution are well predited by the
analyti results. Finally, we show in Fig. 4 a plot of θ(t)
vs. λ0(t) orresponding to the time evolution depited in
Fig. 3. For the ase with magneti eld and M 6= 0 we
observe that the average value λav0 ≈ 0.433 (indiated by
the dashed line) diers from the position of the minimum
of E (λeq0 ≈ 0.455, f. Fig. 2) due to the deformation of
the orbit.
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Figure 3: Evolution of the population of the m = 0 Zeeman
omponent, λ0(t), for the ases (a) M = 0, B = 0, and (b)
M = 0.3, B = 100 mG, starting in both instanes from λin0 =
0.5, θin = pi/2. In both panels, the solid line orresponds to
the analyti result, (a) Eq. (16) or (b) (12), while the irles
are a numerial integration of the dierential equation for
λ˙0. The dashed line gives the expeted average value of λ0,
λav0 ≈ 0.433. The arrows indiate the amplitude and period
as predited by the analytial results. In the bottom plot,
also the value of the equilibrium population λeq0 ≈ 0.455 is
indiated by a dotted line, while the dashed-dotted line stands
for a t to Eq. (21) (displaed vertially by 0.1 for larity).
III. DYNAMICS OF THE TRAPPED SYSTEM
We have established in the previous setion the dy-
namial evolution of a homogeneous spin-1 ondensate, in
terms of orbits in the (λ0, θ) plane onstrained by (i) on-
servation of density, (ii), onservation of magnetization,
and (iii) onservation of energy. The resulting dynam-
is of the population of the |m = 0〉 Zeeman omponent
has been shown to be a periodi funtion of time, with
a period determined by the density n of the system, its
magnetizationM, as well as the initial onditions of the
evolution (impliit in E and, therefore, in {Λj}j=1,2,3 or
{Λj}j=1,2), f. Eqs. (13) and (17). Now, we will transfer
these results to a realisti ase of a trapped, quasi-one-
dimensional (1D) ondensate.
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Figure 4: Phase-spae plot (λ0, θ) orresponding to (a) the
evolution shown in Fig. 3(a) and (b) Fig. 3(b) (ompare with
Fig. 2). The solid line is the analyti result in (a) Eq. (16)
and (b) Eq. (12), while the irles are the solution of the
dierential equations for λ˙0 and θ˙. The vertial dashed lines
stand for the average value λav0 in eah ase.
A. Loal-density approximation
The initial onditions for the evolution of a trapped
spinor ondensate are the set of omplex values ψinm(x)
for all Zeeman omponents m and all positions x where
the density is not zero. In typial experiments, the prepa-
ration of the initial state is suh that nm(x)/n(x) is a
onstant independent of position. This, together with
the fat that |c2| ≪ |c0| for the systems studied so far,
has lead to some theoretial works based on the so-alled
single-mode approximation (SMA), whih assumes that
nm(x, t) = n(x)λm(t) for all times t of the evolution,
i.e., that the spatial variation in the density of eah
Zeeman omponent is always given by the total density
prole. However, numerial studies beyond the SMA
(e.g., [11, 12, 19℄) predited the formation of spin do-
mains as time goes by. These have been observed in a
5number of experiments, e.g., [2, 6℄. In order to be able to
observe the formation of spin domains during time evolu-
tion in a trapped system, we will therefore not make use
of the SMA, but apply the analytial results of Set. II
via the LDA, i.e., we will assume that the evolution of
the |m = 0〉 population at eah point within the onden-
sate, λ0(x, t), is given by Eq. (12) [or Eq. (16)℄ with the
substitution n → n(x). Here, the total density is nor-
malized to the total number of atoms in the ondensate,∫
dxn(x) = N . Similarly, we introdue the loal densi-
ties of atoms in a given Zeeman state nm(x, t) normalized
as
∫
dxnm(x, t) = Nm(t). The onservation laws read
now
∑
mNm(t) = N and
∑
mmNm(t) = M. We note
that n(x) does not hange in time at low enough temper-
atures [11℄ unless momentum is imparted to the enter of
mass or to one or more of the Zeeman omponents [20℄.
In the language of the phase spae introdued in
Set. II A, a trapped system orresponds to an innite-
dimensional phase spae, with a pair of variables
(λ0(x), θ(x)) assoiated to eah point x. Aording to
the LDA, we divide this whole phase spae in setions
orresponding to the dierent positions, and assume that
they are independent. The initial ondition desribed
above, nm(x)/n(x) = onst, orresponds then to the
dynamial system starting in all the dierent positions
x at the same point of the orresponding phase spae,
(λ0(x, t = 0) = λ
in
0 , θ(x, t = 0) = θin). The dynamial
evolution of the system orresponds then to the popula-
tion λ0(x, t) at eah point x following its own partiular
orbit in the orresponding (λ0(x), θ(x)) spae, that is,
λ0 at position x follows the dynamial equation of the
homogeneous system (12) [or Eq. (16)℄ with the param-
eters Λj and A determined by the loal density n(x). In
other words, we assume that the position dependene is
only parametri, and omes through the values of the pa-
rameters Λj = Λj(x) and T = T (x). We will indiate
this by λ0(x, t) = λ
LDA
0 (x, t) ≡ λn(x)0 (t). The density at
position x of atoms in the Zeeman omponent m at time
t will then be
nm(x, t) = n(x)λm(x, t) . (18)
with λ±1(x, t) = λ
n(x)
±1 (t) given by Eq. (5) with the sub-
stitution λ0 → λn(x)0 (t), and M = M(t = 0) is a on-
served quantity [11℄.
Note that the orbits assoiated to dierent points x
may dier from one another, as their shapes depend in-
ter alia on the loal density n(x), f. Eq. (4). This fat,
together with the position dependene of the parameters
Λj(x) and T (x), is expeted to lead to a dephasing of the
evolution of the partial densities nm(x, t) at the dierent
points, washing out the osillations in the integrated pop-
ulations, Nm(t), in ontrast to the stable osillations that
we have found for the homogeneous system, f. Fig. 3.
In order to evaluate Nm(t) it is neessary to know the
density prole of the system. A good estimate for n(x)
in trapped atomi gases is given by the Thomas-Fermi
approximation,
n
TF
(x) =
{ n
max
R2
TF
(R2TF − |x|2) , |x| ≤ RTF
0 , otherwise
. (19)
For a quasi-1D system with total number of atoms N
and entral density nmax, RTF = 3N/(4nmax). The inte-
grated population in |m = 0〉 then reads
N0(t) =
∫
dxn
TF
(x)λ
n
TF
(x)
0 (t) . (20)
B. Analyti approximation with sinusoidal time
dependene
The time dependene of λ
n(x)
0 (t) has in priniple to be
alulated from Eq. (12) for eah position x at eah time
step, and then the integral (20) performed numerially to
determine N0(t). It is possible however to give an analyt-
ial estimation for N0(t) if we make a further assumption
on the time evolution. From Fig. 3, we see that the evo-
lution of λ0(t) for the homogeneous system is very lose
to a sinusoidal funtion even when B 6= 0 [25℄. This is
illustrated in Fig. 3(b), where a funtion of the form
λos0 (t) = a+ b cos(γ + νt) (21)
has been tted to the numerial values obtained from
Eq. (12). The t is very good, even for this ase,
where the orbit in phase spae is strongly deformed
[f. Fig. 4(b)℄. The advantage of approximating the time
evolution of λ0 by Eq. (21) is that it allows for an analyti
evaluation of the spatial integral (20), taking into aount
the position dependene of ν. Indeed, from Eq. (13) we
expet ν(x) ∝ n(x) ∝ (R2TF−x2). It is easy to show that
N os0 (t) =
∫
dxn
TF
(x)
[
a+ b cos
[
γ + ν0(1 − x
2
R2TF
)t
]]
=
n
max
6(ν0t)3/2
[
8a(ν0t)
3/2 + 6b
√
ν0t sin(2γ)
+ 3
√
2πb {cos(µ)S(η) − sin(µ)C(η)}
+ 6
√
2πbν0t {cos(µ)C(η) + sin(µ)S(η)}
]
. (22)
Here S(η) and C(η) are the Fresnel integrals [18℄, and we
introdued µ = γ + ν0t and η =
√
2ν0t/π.
We show in Fig. 5 the time evolution of the integrated
|m = 0〉 population as given by Eqs. (20) and (22).
This alulation has been done for a quasi-1D system
of 20 000 87Rb atoms in a trap suh that the entral
density is 4.4 × 1014 m−3. The initial onditions are
λin0 = 0.5, θin = π/2 and M = 0.3 and we have taken a
magneti eld B = 100 mG (f. Fig. 2). The solid line
in the gure orresponds to the numerial integration
of Eq. (20) with λ0(x, t) = λ
n(x)
0 (t) given by Eq. (12).
The irles stand for the analyti expression (22) with
the parameters a, b, γ, ν0 taken so that λ
os
0 (t) for a ho-
mogeneous system with density n = nmax reprodues the
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Figure 5: Time evolution of the integrated |m = 0〉 popu-
lation (normalized to the total population, N = 20 000) for
λin0 = 0.5, θin = pi/2, M = 0.3 and B = 100 mG. The solid
line shows the LDA result, Eq. (20), with λ0(x, t) = λ
n(x)
0 (t).
The irles stand for the analyti estimate of Eq. (22), and
the dashed line is the result of integrating the set of oupled
Gross-Pitaevskii equations (24).
same behavior as that given by Eq. (12) at the same den-
sity: a = (Λ1 + Λ2)/2, b = (Λ1 − Λ2)/2, γ = 2γ0, ν0 =
2π/T
LDA
, and T
LDA
= T (nmax). The agreement between
the two alulations is very good at all times. There-
fore, we onlude that the average value of λ0 as well as
the harateristi period of the osillations is well deter-
mined by the values Λj and TLDA alulated with the
entral density, while the time sale for the damping of
the osillations is determined by the spatial prole of the
density.
Regarding the dephasing of the evolution of λ0(x, t)
among dierent points, it is not very strong, in the sense
that the damping of the osillations is relatively slow. To
be more preise, one an have a reasonable t to the solid
line in Fig. 5 by a funtion of the form
N0(t) = N0 +∆N0 exp(−α
√
t) cos
(
2γ′0 +
2π
T ′
t
)
(23)
with N0 ≈ a, ∆N0 ≈ b, γ′0 ≈ γ0 and T ′ ≈ TLDA.
C. Comparison with the mean-eld approah
We proeed nally to ompare the approximate alu-
lation of N0(t) with a more omplete approah in terms
of the dynamial equations for the three omponents of
the vetor order parameter, ψm(x, t), f. Eq. (1). In the
mean-eld approximation, suh equations an be ast in
the form of three oupled Gross-Pitaevskii equations [11℄,
i~
∂ψ±1
∂t
=[Hs + c2(n±1 + n0 − n∓1)]ψ±1 + c2ψ20ψ∗∓1 ,
(24a)
i~
∂ψ0
∂t
=[Hs + c2(n1 + n−1)]ψ0 + 2c2ψ1ψ∗0ψ−1 , (24b)
where Hs = −~2/(2M)∇2 + Vext(x) + c0n(x) and c0 =
4π~2(a0 + 2a2)/(3M).
The results of solving Eqs. (24) with a Runge-Kutta
algorithm are inluded in Fig. 5 as a dashed line. The
average value of the osillating λ0(t) is well estimated by
the analytial model of Set. II B. Also, the harateristi
time sale of the osillations is well estimated by Eq. (13).
The overall agreement is good for times t . 100 ms.
After this time, the analytial estimate keeps osillating
with a slowly dereasing amplitude, while the numerial
solution of the oupled equations (24) shows utuating
osillations. This behavior has been observed before, and
the transition at t = t
inst
∼ 100 ms has been related to
a dynamial instability that leads to the formation of
dynamial spin domains in the system [6, 11, 12℄. It is
thus not surprising that our simple model fails for t &
t
inst
. It is nevertheless remarkable that the time sale set
by T
LDA
= T (nmax) ≈ 89 ms is still a good estimate of
the harateristi osillation time even muh later during
the time evolution.
IV. DEPHASING IN A MAGNETIC FIELD AND
THE PROCESS OF STRUCTURE FORMATION
IN FINITE SYSTEMS
A qualitative dierene between the homogeneous sys-
tem and the onned one appears when a magneti eld
is present and, therefore, A 6= 0. The dynamis of a
spinor ondensate in a magneti eld is known to show
two limiting behaviors: the mean-eld regime, where the
interation energy dominates the evolution, and the Zee-
man regime, where the evolution is driven by the Zee-
man term of the Hamiltonian [10, 17, 21℄. The rossover
between the two regimes ours when c2n ∼ δ. This
transition an be studied in real time by hanging the
(homogeneous) magneti eld on whih the ondensate
is immersed [10, 22, 23℄.
This transition an also be observed between dierent
spatial regions of an inhomogeneous system. Indeed, if
we assume that the magneti eld, magnetization and
entral density are hosen so that |c2|n(x = 0) > δ (so
that at the enter we are in the mean-eld regime), then
at the wings of the system, where n(x) → 0, we will be
in the Zeeman regime. Therefore, we expet to have a
region in real spae where the behavior with time hanges
qualitatively. For a prole as in Eq. (19), this transition
border is given by
x
trans
RTF
= Re
[
1− δ
c2nmax
]1/2
. (25)
Naturally, for δ = 0, there is no transition (the density
vanishes at x = RTF). On the other hand, for large
enough magneti eld the whole system is in the Zeeman
regime (x
trans
= 0).
These two regimes evolve with dierent harateris-
ti times, T
mf
≃ ~/(|c2|n) and TZeeman ≃ ~/
√
2c2nδ,
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f. Eqs. (17) and (13). Beause of this, we an expet
λ0 and the phase in the inner part of the ondensate
(|x| < x
trans
) to evolve at a dierent rate than in the
outer wings of the system (|x| > x
trans
), resulting in
a partiular spatial dependene of the phase. We note
that the appearane of a spatial struture in the phase
will lead to the reation of spin urrents [11℄ and, thus,
to spin textures as reported in [9, 10℄. Even though a
smooth density prole will lead to a smooth variation in
T (x) = T (n(x)) with position, from our model we ex-
pet that these qualitatively dierent behaviors should
be observable for times t & t
trans
= min{T
mf
, T
Zeeman
}
Interestingly, in light of the disussion in Set. III C,
we observe that the time when the dynamial instability
is expeted to set in is lose to the time when the di-
vergene between mean-eld and Zeeman regimes should
be observable: t
inst
≃ t
trans
. Beause proesses suh as
spin urrents fall beyond LDA, their appearane implies
a breakdown of our model, whih is therefore not appli-
able to analyze the proess of struture formation. This
breakdown explains the lak of agreement between the
results of our LDA model and those from Eqs. (24) for
t & t
inst
observed in Fig. 5.
The experiments reported in Ref. [10℄ showed the
appearane of spin domains to be simultaneous with
that of topologial defets (phase windings) and also
spin urrents. This observation is onsistent with the
model just skethed. The time sale for the appear-
ane of spin domains is estimated in that referene to
be ∼ ~/(2|c2|n) [26℄. Similarly, Saito et al. [22℄ deter-
mined the time sale for the ourrene of a dynamial
instability to be t
inst
= ~/(|c2|n) when the magneti eld
is small; this estimate oinides with our T
mf
. On the
other hand, for larger magneti elds [q ≥ |c2|n with
q = (µBB)
2/(4E
hfs
)℄, the relevant instability time sale
is t
inst
= ~/
√
q|q + 2c2n|, whih is similar to TZeeman.
From their simulations, Saito and Ueda indiated [12℄
that the formation of spin domains starts at the enter
of the ondensate, and then spreads out. In our model,
however, the position where the phase slip appears is de-
termined by x
trans
, and therefore is in priniple amenable
to be modied experimentally. It seems interesting to in-
vestigate the prospet to ontrol the spatial appearane
of spin domains and phase strutures as predited by
Eq. (25).
V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
We have studied the dynamis of a trapped spin-1 on-
densate under a magneti eld. First, we have analyzed
the homogeneous system and seen that its dynamis an
be understood in terms of orbits in the (λ0, θ) spae. We
have then solved analytially for the dynamial evolu-
tion λ0(t). We have used this information to study the
trapped system by means of the Loal Density Approx-
imation (LDA). The results of this approah agree with
those of the mean-eld treatment for evolution times be-
fore the ourrene of a dynamial instability [12℄. In
partiular, the expeted average value of λ0, as well as
the harateristi time sale of its dynamis are well pre-
dited by the formulas for the homogeneous system.
Our analysis of the trapped system has shown that, in
the presene of a magneti eld, both the mean-eld and
Zeeman regimes are realized in a single spinor onden-
sate. The analysis of this model allows for some qual-
itative insight into the proess of struture formation.
In partiular, our model identies a transition point [f.
Eq. (25)℄ around whih this struture is generated, and
predits that it should be tunable, whih ould be tested
in future experiments.
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